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Abstract
Current study investigates numerically, the effect of
extended surface perforation on thermal enhancement of
a 3-D channel with a floor-mounted heater. Two kinds
of Perforation were investigated (hole and slot.(
Equations were solved with FLUENT 6.3 ®. Ranges of
current work are as follow: Reynolds number: 6000 to
>٠٠٠٠, open area perforation ratio 0.05 to 0.15,
perforation’s inclination angle: 0<:<45. The results
show significant enhancement in heat transfer and
pressure drop by increasing the perforation area due to
disorganizing the thermal traps between the ribs.
Inclination also supports more thermal enhancement but
almost indifferent in pressure drop. The results are in
good agreement with available experimental studies in
the literature.
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Introduction
Advances in electronic Engineering have resulted 
significant changes in size and density of high
performance chips. Thermal management of these
small, high flux dissipater chips in order to keep
appropriate operational condition is a critical issue. Lots
of passive and active methods have been demonstrated
by scientists [1]. There have been many studies of heat
transfer and pressure drop of channel associated with
blocks and pin fins. When solid blocks are placed
perpendicular to the fluid flow, hot zones develop in the
wake of the blocks [2]. The reason is due to remarkable
separation of sharp edges which extends away the
separation. Loiu et al in 1998[3] reported that straight
perforated attachments, improves the flow which is
caused by jet like flow through the perforation. Sultan
[4] in 2000 made an experimental investigation on
augmentation of heat transfer of rectangular ribs in a
channel by perforating the floor between ribs in
staggered arrangement. Sara et al [5] in 2001 and Sahin
et al [6] in 2008 investigate heat transfer enhancement
in a channel with perforated blocks and circular and
rectangular fin pins. The results of both researchers
report significant passive enhancement by applying
perforated blocks and fins. Shah [7] provides a detailed
evaluation of the perforated fin based on his study of
test data on 68 perforated fin geometries. Shah
concluded that little enhancement occurs for Re<2000,
if heat transfer coefficient is based on the plate area
before the holes were punched. Moderate enhancement
may occur in the transitions and turbulent flow regimes,
Re>2000, depending on the hole size and the plate

porosity .Shen et al. [8] tested flat plate-and fin channel
having round holes or rectangular cutouts. They found
no benefit in the laminar range, but holes promote
earlier transition and they observed operate j increase in
the turbulent range. Substantially higher performance
was obtained with rectangular slots. As seen, although 
literature is saturated with various studies of passive 
enhancement, to the best knowledge of authors, 
numerical investigation of perforated ribs or fins for 
thermal enhancement hasn’t been discussed earlier.

Study Model

Current study 3-D domain is a rectangular channel with 
cross section of 140 mm width and 80mm height 
(hydraulic diameter = 0.102m). A flash-mounted heater 
(heat capacity 800W/m2) with area of 320 mm in ٨٠mm 
was established on the floor of the channel with
constant heat flux. Rectangular ribs were attached on
the heater in which perforations were applied. Figure 1
shows the geometry and boundary conditions of current
study model. As shown in the figure Sx is the distance
between the blocks which here was kept fixes and  is
the inclination angle of perforations. The height and
width of the ribs were kept fixed; 25 and 10 mm
respectively. For hole perforation cases two diameter
were considered (D=4.5 and 8mm) and for slot case the
height of slots were fixed(s=2.66mm.( Simulations were 
done in ranges of follow: Reynolds number: 
6000<Re<40000, perforations open-area ratio: 0.05-
0.15, hole’s inclination angle: 0< <45, Computational 
grid was performed with unstructured meshes which 
were more densified in the vicinity of heater, ribs and 
holes. For each case up to 1.5 million tetrahedral cell 
were meshed which satisfied the independence of grid. 
It took more than 3.5 hour for a ٢N٦GHz Intel® PC 
processor to converge the solution for each case. 
Turbulence flow modeling was done with aid of k-ω 
standard model which was applied under appropriate 
wall treatment considerations (y+) presented in the 
literature. y+ at the wall-adjacent cell of whole cases of 
current study were less than 5. Any value of y+ is 
acceptable as long as it is well inside the viscous
sublayer (y+ < 4 to 5) [9]. The convective terms in
momentum turbulence and energy equations were
discretized using second order upwind and pressure-
velocity coupling was achieved using SIMPLE solver.
All computation was converged to residuals less than
10-4. 
The channel was considered as an adiabatic one with
uniform velocity in entrance and out-flow boundary
condition for the outlet. The heater, including ribs were
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assigned as constant heat flux boundary condition.
Reynolds number is presented on the basis of hydraulic
length of the channel. Table 1 shows the range of
current study parameters. Totally more than 48 cases
were simulated for this survey.

Figure 1: Current study model

Equations
The governing equations describing fluid flow

and heat transfer in the present study are the continuity,
momentum and energy equations. Standard k-ω 
turbulence model was applied for reducing errors and 
gaining accurate temperature and fluid flow fields. This 
model is an empirical model based on model transport 
equation for the turbulence kinetic energy, k, and the 
specific dissipation rate, ω. These parameters are 
obtained from the following transport equations:
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More details on the formulation and parameters can be
found in Wilcox’s book on Turbulence Modeling [10].

In current study enhancement of each case is presented 
by ratio of Average Nusselt number of that case on 
average Nusselt of flat plate for same Reynolds.
Average convective heat-transfer coefficient can be
derived out from Steady-State convection heat transfer
rate from the heater given as (Naik et al [11]):
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In which Q is the total heat-transfer rate; A is heat 

transfer Area, outinw TTT ,,  are respectively mean 
temperature of heater surface and air at inlet and outlet 
of the channel. Average Nusselt number as a result 
defines as follow:
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Pressure drop over the test section can be represented in 
terms of friction factor, which may be expressed as 
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For indicating perforations, open-area ratio defines as 
the ratio of sum of surface areas of removed pieces of a 
block on the surface area of a single block which 

defines for hole (6) and slot (7) shapes perforation as 
follow:
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In which N is the number of hole shape perforations and 
other parameters are shown in figure1.

Results and Discussion
In current study heat-transfer enhancement is

presented as the ratio of average Nusselt number of each
case on the average Nusselt number of smooth plain
which is without any ribs. There have been numerous
investigations and empirical correlations for smooth
plain average Nusselt number in the literature. In
current study the ratio of heat-transfer enhancement was
obtained using smooth plain’s average Nusselt number
as criteria basis of whole cases. Figure 2 illustrates
current study sNu  in comparison with two experimental
studies. As seen there is good agreement between
numerical and experimental studies which demonstrates
the ability of k-ω model for simulating such these
examinations.

Figure 2: Current study Nus and experimental studies’

The effect of perforations on heat transfer enhancement
is surveyed by examining each design parameter
including open-area ratio of perforations, inclination
angle of perforations and diameter of perforations for
hole perforation cases.

By applying perforation, in all cases significant
enhancement in heat-transfer was observed. In fact this
comes from the fact that by applying perforation air
flows through the ribs, causing a secondary flow which
breaks the vortexes of between the ribs. This general
conclusion can be followed in Figure 3 which shows
counters of non-dimensional local heat-transfer
coefficient for the cases of solid ribs and ribs with hole
and slot perforations in different inclination angles. As
seen in solid case in the space of between the ribs, heat-
transfer is dim especially for the area of just rear the
first rib (Figure3-a). By applying perforations (Figure3-
b) heat-transfer becomes more uniform along the
channel. By increasing perforation angle to 45 
(Figure3-c), more fresh air reaches the base plate and 
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augments the local heat transfer more considerably. Slot 
and hole perforations each have different cooling 
results. As seen
in figure3-d which is for slot perforation of Ф=0.15,
=45, heat-transfer coefficient is greater in the vicinity
of perforation and more local enhancement for a
specific spot is observed.

Figure 3: non-dimensional Heat-transfer coefficient
 (red =1, blue=0) for first and second rib (top view)

(a) Solid ribs,
 (b) hole perforations N=3, D=8mm, Ф=0.1, θ=30
(c) hole perforation N=9, D=4.5mm, Ф=0.15,  =45

(d) slot perforation Ф=0.15, =45

Figure 4: The effect of inclination angle on heat transfer 
enhancement

This fact that more inclination angle brings more
enhancements is discussed in figure 4. As seen in this
figure performance of perforations with inclination
angle of 0 - 45 is compared with available experimental
studies. Results of current study are in good agreement

with earlier experimental studies. It was observed, by
increasing the inclination angle from 0 to 30 the
enhancement augments steadily. However for more
angles ( =45º) heat-transfer increases considerably.
This is mainly due to pointing the jets to lower parts of
the heat sink specially the floor. For simulated cases
generally hole perforations exhibit more overall thermal
enhancement by increasing inclination angle.
As seen in the same figure, the behavior of thermal
performance gradually decreases with increasing
Reynolds number. This can be discussed in the flow
pattern around the jet like flows. As parallel jets strike
the surface ahead an acceleration flow will develop and
spread out from the impact point which augments local
heat-transfer coefficient. Thus, by increasing Reynolds
number, the flow separates from the surface. To be
more specific, some vortices would form in higher
Reynolds numbers in the vicinity of the impact point,
which act as insulation against heat-transfer and reduces
enhancement efficiency for higher Reynolds numbers.
Nearly for all cases the decreasing of sNuNu s become
significant after Reynolds number of 20,000, though for
solid cases the sNuNu remains almost constant with a
gradual increase. By the way perforations connect the
area of between the ribs. The pressure drops in the rear
of the ribs and air is sucked by the pressure drop of rear
the ribs. This is beneficial from one point since more air
reaches to the hot zones; however this suction prevents
the air to be touch the front of the ribs. In figure 4 the
contours of non-dimensional heat transfer coefficient
from the front view of ribs are shown. As seen for the
areas of under the holes heat transfer coefficient
becomes dim since the suction prevents the air to flow
freely over the surface of the ribs. This phenomenon is
more significant in higher Reynolds since the pressure
drop increases.

Figure 5: non-dimensional Heat-transfer coefficient 
(red =1, blue=0) for middle ribs (front view)
(a) Hole perforation: D=8mm, Ф =0.1, =0

(b) Slot perforation: Ф =0.15, =0

The effect of open-area ratio is discussed in figure 6,7
which is equivalent with the effect of number of
perforations (N) for hole and increasing length of
perforations (L) for slot perforations. Figure6 is belongs
to hole perforations of D =8mm and figure7 is for slot
perforations of s=2.66mm. By increasing open-area
ratio more area is exposed to fresh air and causes better
heat transfer as shown in these figures. The results also
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compared with experimental colorations of Sara et al.
[5] and good agreement was achieved. By referring to
figure 3, it is obtained that each perforation causes
increasing of local heat transfer coefficient right after in
the downstream. As a result for better thermal
performance it is recommended to perform perforations
wherever is possible in order to decrease the rigidity of
blocks against the stream.

Figure 6: The effect of Open-area ratio on heat transfer for 
hole perforations. D=4.5mm, θ=30,

Figure 7: The effect of Open-area ratio on heat transfer for slot
perforations. θ =45

Although the diameter of holes are included in open-
area ratio (Equation.5), it should be noted that
perforation’s diameter is another parameter and
perforations with same open-area ratio with different
hole diameter behaves differently. Figure 8 compares
some interesting cases to discuss. As seen there are two
cases with same open-area ratio but different perforation
diameter. The larger, exhibits considerable thermal
improvement in comparison with the other one.

Figure 8: The effect of perforation’s diameter (θ=0)

The reason is due to capability of spreading out the
flow. It is observed that jet flow with larger nozzles
diameters spread more widely for a given axial distance
in contrast with smaller diameter nozzles which behave
more coherently [12]. For the case of 8mm and 4.5mm

perforations the equivalent nozzle area is about 50mm2
and 16mm2 respectively. It means flow in the
downstream of 8mm perforations expands greater. If the
distance of perforations is close enough in respect to
distance of the ribs, the jets might collide in the
downstream and the result would be more local
turbulence intensity and higher heat transfer coefficient.
This phenomenon also can be seen in Figure 3 (b) and
(c). the same behavior is expected for slot perforations,
however in this study, the height of the slot perforations
were fixed to a value of 2.66mm.

In previous studies [5,12] it was mentioned that, the
secondary flow caused by perforations acts more likely
to jet flows and heat-transfer enhancement is the result
of colliding of air with hot surfaces of ribs or floor of
the channel. Thus in current study it was found that the
behavior of flow is not the same through the whole ribs
and the enhancement due to perforations should be
surveyed in more detail.
By applying any variation in the design parameters the
flow pattern influences directly. Some principle flow
patterns will be discussed in follow. Figure 9 presents
these flow patterns. 

Figure 9: Principle flow patterns for different ribs and 
perforation from the view of middle plane of perforations.

(a) Two-elongated vortices between first and second rib (hole)
(b) Small vortices between first and second ribs (slot)

(c) One elongated vortex between the second and third rib.
(d) The flow pattern for the rest of the ribs.

1-  (Figure9.a) nearly in all cases the flow comes
backward from the second’s ribs perforation due to
extreme pressure drop of between the first two ribs. The 
vortex between the ribs would be separated into two 
vortexes. Simulations indicates that between 30 – 40 % 
of whole enhancement is belongs to the first rib, since 
the stream strikes the block straight and high-velocity
fresh air influxes into hot zones.
2-  (Figure9.b) The flow pattern for the slot
perforations are a bit different. For slot cases since the
flow is injected narrowly, more smaller vortices would
form instead of two elongated ones for hole perforation
case.
3-   (Figure9.c) The reverse flow from the second
rib (or third rib for closed pack cases), affects the flow
pattern of downstream. Between this rib and the next
one an elongated vortex forms. Calculations showed
that, this rib presents least heat transfer capability.
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Appropriate geometry changes or local active
enhancement methods can be applied, in order to
improve thermal performance of this special region.
4-  (Figure8.d) For the rest of ribs the flow pattern
is nearly the same. The flow collides the block and
enters the perforation and leaves from the other side.
This fluid route around the block plays an important
role in heat transfer augmentation. By increasing the
inclination angle this motion becomes more elongated.

Beside of heat transfer enhancement, for each
case average friction factor was obtained from channel
pressure drop (Equation3). Figure 10 illustrates
variation of friction factor versus Reynolds number for
some cases. Perforation cause less resistance of blocks
against the stream and the result is reduction of friction
factor in comparison with solid cases. Inclination angle
of perforation did not exhibit an appreciable effect on
pressure drop and does not discussed here. As seen
larger perforations slightly improves friction factor over 
the channel, as a result of reduction of cross sectional 
blockage ratio of ribs. By increasing hole perforation’s 
diameter or open-area ratio the value of friction factor 
decreases.

Figure 9: friction factor for slot and hole perforations

For thermal performance analysis, it can be concluded
that perforations improve both heat transfer and
pressure drop along the channel. These two
consequences lead to increase the efficiency of applying
perforations on rectangular ribs. It means for a same
flow by applying perforations heat-transfer along the
channel would be improved, besides since friction factor
is reduced, some cost would be saved for lessened
pumping power. However, optimization analysis should
be done in order to satisfy distinct design purposes
which can be the subject of further surveys.

Conclusions
In current study heat-transfer and pressure drop of 
a 3-D channel in the presence of perforated 
rectangular ribs were investigated by surveying 
design parameter characteristics. Following results 
mainly summarize this investigation:
• Increasing perforation’s open-area ratio 

augments heat transfer and decreases pressure
drop.

• Increasing inclination angle enhances thermal 
performance while insignificant in pressure
drop.

• Increasing perforation diameter improves both
heat transfer and pressure drop over the
channel.

• Heat-transfer enhancement generally decreases 
with increasing Reynolds number.

• Slot and hole perforations generally behave the 
same. However for same open-area ratio for 
current study geometry, more overall thermal 
performance was achieved for hole perforation 
case. Thus, slot perforations are considerable 
for spot cooling purposes.

• In the area of between the second and third 
ribs, heat-transfer coefficient drops due to 
distinct flow patterns and for more 
improvement geometry variation and active 
techniques are recommended.

•  Friction factor generally decreases with 
increasing Reynolds number for both solid   
and perforated ribs.
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